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'". This book chronicles nothing less than a legal revolution.
revolution,
~t:,vie,rY

chapter records the growing impact on Australian law of

~ii>rn"tinnal
,rnl3tional

human rights law.

busy lives it is easy to overlook or forget particular

whether in
pulis
In statutory or judicial law. This book pulls
ii%:?iF:::;" .
.
;C'i~m',,,i~ together. It demonstrates, in a way that even sceptics
tfip-,Ihreads
C'

lot" ignore,

,n'rlc'r.ri"nni,,~
j'hannles
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that human rights law is now permeating the nooks

of Australian substantive and procedural law.

One might perhaps expect these developments to occur in

~l:~~i~~~i1i~s
of federal public law:
~(~1'~~~~~~~)rO;nfnf~e~rd~te,~.rlal
public law:
_ : _'

constitutional, administrative, migration,
constitutional, administrative, .migration,
."~],,:'·:;\'{.enVironmf>nt,,1 and criminal law. There are found the actions of the
';;;;;:~t'O>-:i:':f:$.?~~-:-\-_:--
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Which, in its international aspect, is involved
Government which,

}i1pand ,increasingly committed to, the world-wide movement for the
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of human rights.

But the development is now affecting

in the States and areas of private law: family law, the

i:f-i~''':;\t·~~er()tection
~~,~;(!;~~p:rCJtection of individual privacy and equal opportunity decisions. No
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AUstralian law, it seems, is now exempt from the influence
;~W~~I~~,~brAustralian
':, ;},.?__,:".~;,':~:';';L_,

;~~,~s!5;j~~i;;i~7J1.ational
';}'bfiidf~rQational human rights law.
iaw.
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special value of this book is that it demonstrates this fact

'mUltitude of practical instances where courts and tribunals, faced

i\I1~'.aifficultIt

decisions, have looked beyond the hitherto orthodox
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of legal reasoning to a new realm of intellectual discourse
,,.., oci~fg~'sof

., ~~~:';;:~r-~'?:'?
:S~iii~;~l~h'is
}:fiifw~lgh'is growing beyond Australia but which has relevance to the
i!?t:~Wl;:~t\t?>:: -~

····>':Yfa.y;ihwhich we order our society.
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The gradual reconciliation of Australian municipal law with the
;;;fc,.The
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.".;j.eX~~nding notions of international human rights law has actually
~~''S;:-\''~'~ft:

"fl~""ri(lOilla
if~i~~~~rigoing

r:C{;:f~.i::r¥E'~~t·; ,

on for more than fifty years. However, it has gathered

···,····>··[jac~ in recent decades.

It received a notable impetus' from the

~~r~~~6nling
"... J~6ning of the Justices of the High Court of Australia in Mabo v
-K~
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and in Minister for Immigration and Ethnic
EtlJnic

To those
those brought
brought up
up in
in the
the comfortable
comfortable days
To
days of
of the
the

·h\"ct'··British.. Empire and in the often cloistered, technologically resistant,
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,.l'. .··...WQrld·of
.••,•.,,~.,.,~.of the legal profession, the new notions were confronting, and
;_:~i~;~:2~~~/,'-

ic")cspl);1etimes
hi;~'~91petirnes uncongenial. They required something of a leap of the
~:y,Si):~~tt '
'··/-0iifi!agination
- a feat unpleasant for many minds. But once it is
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;f.o;predated
~R~teciated that the legal, political and technological world in which

~~~ttralian

law
.Iaw

must

operate

has

changed

forever,

the

':@;~~¢rT1rnodation
~~~~l~fl:~li:~I::i::
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between that world and the international law of
between that world and the international law of
.;:~··"liu[IJan.rights became both desirable and inevitable.
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Scarcely a week goes by in a sittings of the High Court of
,~ii~,:"Scarcely

"~~tralia
qstrali:a that a case does not present which involves,

.: .....

in some way
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. }~'oj;:bther, an international treaty to which Australia is a party or values
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reflection in the principles of international law. The ultirnate

.d6undaries of the impact of the new sources of jurisprudence are not
\~:~>- "

•known.
~~li:known.
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For example, in the Hindmarsh Island Bridge case I

1zk"/}','

;j:§'~ggested

"j.",

that,

in construing an ambiguous provision of the

"vgG,stralian Constitution (such as the race power), regard might be
,.~

ail, to universal human rights.

Not only does the Australian

;:~%nstitution speak to the people of this nation who gave it birth.

:~~~~;~},

It

,~~!:iipeaks
:~1:§peaks to the international community of which Australia is a part.
<S'clme have questioned this approach.
~~~8nie
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But no one can doubt that, in

'"t;'lf",
"nmir,n millennium, the basic iaws
laws of every nation will go through
·tt~·ecoming

"','".,·,nr.,,.,, •• of rapprochement with the extraordinary developments of
,~l~;'process

:0~:j;'l~rnational law affecting nation states and their peoples. This is an
;'Z]nlermltioHall
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0§utcome of globalisation and regionalisation;
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and also of the

!.)Jeqhnology that links us together and of the common problems that
~¥i:~~:;i~qhrlOIIJ9y

i~%;Z$~a;mand multi-national
multi-national solutions.
l~tf~:i~:~~E,mi3nd
solutions.
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feri v The Commonwealth (1998) 72 ALJR 722
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,",,£'is, important to see the legal developments, in the interstices
~~:'.:;

iM','oe,lali
law, recounted in this book in the context of
i~icletail of Australian
Australian,law,
·t*~>,L

Y,6ro ad changes in the world about us,

Fifty years after the

&'<;,.\~,

w~lm?n , of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the changes

f~~~in9Iy concern the protection of fundamental human rights and
'~;';.;~:.:

'pn-Iovial of derogations from those rights,
f~ihdvai

The Parliaments of

~~~;--",:'

.• federal and state, have the primary responsibility to give
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such standards, But the judges of Australia, aided by an
legal profession, have f~nctions
functions that cannot be disclaimed,
-

N,ntr,,1 lesson of this book is that Australian courts and tribunals
\,,·,j'ttie;central
";t~":.~:i'/;c;'::
:acl~e~)ting
""','accepting
::f,t:;

,

their new obligations in a way that would have seemed

nni'ohi"n
iH,ishing even twenty years ago,
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most striking feature of these essays is that they
?ri'''furin"llr"i'p
",ffihh,el",le beyond argument what a practical subject the study of

rights jurisprudence is now becoming for the judge and
in Australia, In keeping with this practical approach, this book
only a helpful anthology of pertinent law,
iaw, It contains, at the
a most useful collection of the references to the Internet sites
the relevant texts and jurisprudence can be found,

~

t~1~k~~~;:nfA:~us:t:r:alians,
11~i.A::us:t~ralians, who have been blessed with a stable Constitution,

t,:

judges
jUdges and adaptive statute and common law have
been a backwater of antipodean legal isolation,

:~!\~g~:i,t"rioo

For two

we have had the stimulus of legal principles from England

other countries of the common law, We still have these, But in
,other
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a new millennium we can now add to our treasury of ideas

~,'~rlrlitional
,<1l,ddil:ional source of legal principle to gUide
guide us and to help us.

,;Hf,lThl,,"booK shows that an irreversible process has been set in train. It

It is timely. It is happening.
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